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Abstract
We provide a new approach to study the noncommutative effects on the neutral Dirac particle with
anomalous magnetic or electric dipole moment on the noncommutative plane. The advantages of this ap-
proach are demonstrated by investigating the noncommutative corrections on the Aharonov-Casher and
He-McKellar-Wilkens effects. This approach is based on the effective U(1) gauge symmetry for the electro-
dynamics of spin on the two dimensional space. The Seiberg-Witten map for this symmetry is then employed
when we study the noncommutative corrections. Because the Seiberg-Witten map preserves the gauge sym-
metry, the noncommutative corrections can be defined consistently with the ordinary phases. Based on this
approach we find the noncommutative corrections on the Aharonov-Casher and He-McKellar-Wilkens phases
consist of two terms. The first one depends on the beam particle velocity and consistence with the previous
results. However the second term is velocity-independent and then completely new. Therefore our results
indicate it is possible to investigate the noncommutative space by using ultra-cold neutron interferometer
in which the velocity-dependent term is negligible. Furthermore, both these two terms are proportional to
the ratio between the noncommutative parameter θ and the cross section Ae/m of the electrical/magnetic
charged line enclosed by the trajectory of beam particles. Therefore the experimental sensitivity can be
significantly enhanced by reduce the cross section of the charge line Ae/m.
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1. Introduction
The noncommutative geometry has been realized as one of the most possible physical structure of the
background space-time. The noncommutativity of space can be realized in the dynamics of charged particles
in the presence of electromagnetic fields [1]. Snyder pointed out that Lorentz invariant noncommutative
space-time can be constructed by using coordinates with discrete spectrum [2]. The noncommutative space-
time was also motivated by the string theory [3] and quantum gravity [4]. The noncommutativity of space-
time is characterized by the commutation relation [xµ, xν ] = iθµν , with the totally anti-symmetric constant
tensor parameter θµν representing the strength and relative directions of the noncommutativity[5, 6]. As a
consequence, the ordinary product is deformed and replaced by the ⋆-product,
f(x) ⋆ g(x) = exp
[
i
2
θµν∂xµ∂yν
]
f(x)g(y)|x=y, (1)
where f(x) and g(x) are two arbitrary infinitely differentiable functions on the commutative R3+1 space-
time. Based on the ⋆-product, the gauge theory can be established in the usual way. The ⋆-product can
also be represented by the transformation xµ → xµ + θµνpν/2~, which is called the Bopp’s shift[7].
In last decade, the phenomenology of the noncommutative space have been investigated extensively
[5]-[56]. Particluarly, it was pointed out that the topological Aharonov-Bohm [57] and Aharonov-Casher
[58] effects are sensitive to the noncommutative corrections. In Refs. [44, 45, 46], the authors studied the
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) [57] phase on a noncommutative space. A lower bound 1/
√
θ ≥ 10−6GeV for the
space noncommutativity parameter is obtained. The Aharonov-Casher (AC) [58] phases for spin-1/2 and
spin-1 particles on both noncommutative space (NCS) and noncommutative phase space (NCPS) have also
been studied in Refs. [47, 48, 49]. In addition, the noncommutative corrections on the He-McKellar-Wilkens
(HMW) [60] phase is studied in Refs.[50, 51]. However, the previous studies based on the Bopp’s shift
method shown that the noncommutative corrections on the AC and HMW phases are proportional to the
beam velocity of the neutron interferometer. Therefore the experimental sensitivity is significantly reduced
in the ultra-cold neutron interferometer which has best precision because of the better beam coherence and
interference intensity[52, 53].
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In this paper, in stead of using the Bopp’s shift, we employ the Seiberg-Witten (SW) [3] map from the
noncommmutative space-time to the ordinary one, which has been proved to be very useful to investigate
various problems on noncommutative space [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], to study the noncommutative corrections
on the AC and HMW phase effects. We will shown that there is an additional correction term that is velocity-
independent. We use the SW map because it preserves the ordinary gauge symmetry, which is essential for
defining the topological AC and HMW phases[60, 61, 62, 63]. Here we first review the AC and HMW
effects in ordinary 2 + 1 dimensions in section 2, and interpret these effects as consequences of an effective
U(1) gauge symmetry. Based on this result, we introduce the SW map which preserves this effective gauge
symmetry. Then the physical observables for the AC and HMW effects on noncommutative space can be
defined uniquely, and related to the original phases unambiguously. This parts are studied in section 3. Our
conclusions and discussions are given in the final section 4.
2. Effective U(1) symmetry for neutral spinor in 2 + 1 dimensions
2.1. Effective U(1) symmetry
In this section we review the AC and HMW effects in the 2 + 1 dimensions which has been studied
seriously by He and Mckellar [61]. In their paper, the AC and HMW effects were interpreted as the
interaction between electromagnetic fields Fµν and dual current ǫ
µναjα. However, it can also be interpreted
as an effective U(1) gauge symmetry with effective gauge potential Sα ∝ ǫαµνFµν coupling to the current
jα. In this paper we first introduce this effective gauge symmetry and interpret the AC and HMW phases as
results of this symmetry. Based on this effective U(1) gauge symmetry, we will introduce in next section the
corresponding SW map which preserve this effective symmetry and then physical meaning of the observables
can be uniquely demonstrated on the noncommutative plane. Let us start with the electromagnetic dynamics
of magnetic dipole moment on the ordinary space-time. For convenience, we will call the electromagnetic
U(1) gauge symmetry for charged particle as Ucha(1) symmetry, and the effective U(1) gauge symmetry
introduced here for neutral particle as Uneu(1). The Lagrangian for a neutral particle of spin 1/2 with an
anomalous magnetic dipole moment µm interacting with the electromagnetic field is given by
L = ψ¯(x)(p/ −m)ψ(x) − 1
2
µmψ¯(x)σ
µνψ(x)Fµν . (2)
The last term is responsible for the AC effect. The 2+ 1 dimensional metric and anti-symmetric tensors are
defined as follows,
gµν = diag(1,−1,−1), and ǫ012 = 1. (3)
and the electromagnetic field strength tensor is
2
Fµν =


0 −E1 −E2
E1 0 −B3
E2 B3 0

 , (4)
where Ei and Bi are the electric and magnetic fields respectively. The indices “1” and “2” indicate the x
and y directions on the x− y plane, and the index “3” indicate the z direction which is normal to the x− y
plane. On the 2 + 1 dimensional spacetime, there are two inequivalent representations of the Dirac algebra
that generate different Clifford algebras [61]. A particular representation is
γ0 =

 σ3 0
0 σ3

 , γ1 =

 iσ2 0
0 −iσ2

 , γ2 =

 iσ1 0
0 iσ1

 . (5)
In this representation all the γ-matrix are block diagonal. Furthermore, in the 2+1 dimensions these Dirac
matrices satisfy the following relation
γµγν = gµν + isǫµναγ
α, (6)
where s = −iγ0γ1γ2 = −γ0σ12, which has the eigenvalues sˆ = ±1. In the representation defined by (5),
the operator s is diagonal, s = diag(I,−I). Furthermore, with the relation (6), the σµν can be simplified
σµν = −sǫµναγα which is again diagonal. Then all γ matrices involved in the Lagrangian (2) are diagonal.
This nontrivial feature means that the “up” and “down” components of the 4-spinor don’t mix with each
other, their dynamical evolutions are separated completely. The states are represented by the eigenvalues sˆ
of the matrix s. By using this feature the Lagrangian (2) can be written as
L = ψ¯sˆ(x)(p/ −m)ψsˆ(x) + 1
2
sˆµmψ¯sˆ(x)γαψsˆ(x)ǫ
αµνFµν(x) , (7)
here the spinor ψsˆ are eigenstates of the operator s with eigenvalues sˆ, and we have suppressed the summation
over the two different eigenstates. In the following contents, we also suppress the index sˆ, because all the
results are exactly the same except for the eigenvalues sˆ. By introducing an effective vector potential
Sα(x) = −1
2
ǫαµνFµν(x) . (8)
The Lagrangian (2) can be rewritten into a minimal-coupling form as follows
L = ψ¯(x)(iγαDα −m)ψ(x) , Dα = ∂α + isˆµmSα, (9)
where Dα has been used to denote the effective covariant derivative. Similar to the Ucha(1) gauge symmetry
of electrodynamics for charged particles, this minimal coupling form means a new U(1) symmetry with the
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gauge potential Sµ, and sˆ is the sign of the “charge” of matter particle, µm is the magnitude of the “charge”.
Clearly, the Lagrangian (2) is invariant under following gauge transformations,
ψ(x) → e−iµm sˆλ(x)ψ(x) , (10)
Sµ(x) → Sµ(x)− ∂µλ(x) . (11)
Similarly, an effective U(1) gauge symmetry can be introduced in the same way for the electrodynamics
of electric dipole moment. The Lagrangian for a neutral particle of spin 1/2 with an anomalous electric
dipole moment µe interacting with the electromagnetic field is given by
L = ψ¯(x)(p/ −m)ψ(x) + 1
2
µeψ¯(x)σ
µνψ(x)F˜µν . (12)
where F˜µν = ǫµναβF
αβ/2 is the 3 + 1 dimensional dual of the electromagnetic field tensor. On the 2 + 1
dimensional space-time, it has the following expression,
F˜µν =


0 −B1 −B2
B1 0 E3
B2 −E3 0

 , (13)
By using relation (6), and introducing the effective dual gauge potential
S˜ = −1
2
ǫαµν F˜µν(x). (14)
Then the Lagrangian (12) can be written as
L = ψ¯(x)(iγαD˜α −m)ψ(x) , D˜α = ∂α + isˆµeS˜α(x) , (15)
where D˜α has been used to denote the dual effective covariant derivative. In this case, the gauge potential
is S˜µ, and sˆ is the sign of the “charge” of matter particle, µe is the magnitude of the “charge”. Clearly, the
Lagrangian (2) is invariant under following gauge transformations,
ψ(x) → e−iµe sˆλ(x)ψ(x) , (16)
S˜µ(x) → S˜µ(x)− ∂µλ(x) . (17)
In summary, we have introduced a new effective Uneu(1) gauge symmetries in the electrodynamics of
neutral particles with magnetic or electric dipole moment. The interactions are written into the minimal
coupling form. We will show in next subsection, the AC and HMW phases can be directly obtained in our
approach.
4
2.2. Aharonov-Casher and He-Mckellar-Wilkens effects
Like the AB effect in the ordinary Ucha(1) gauge invariant electrodynamics, the neutral particle can also
acquire a nontrivial phase factor because of this effective Uneu(1) gauge symmetry. From the Lagrangian (15)
we can obtain the equation of motion for the neutral particle with an anomalous magnetic dipole moment,
(iγµDµ −m)ψ(x) = 0 (18)
If ψ(x) is a solution of the free equation, then
ψ′(x) = exp
{
− isˆµm
∫
Sαdxα
}
(19)
is a solution of the equation (18). After a cycler evolution the particle acquires a nontrivial quantum phase
φ = sˆµm
∮
dxαS
α =
1
2
sˆµm
∮
dΩαβW
αβ , (20)
where dΩαβ is the surface enclosed by the orbital of the matter particle, and W
αβ = ∂αSβ − ∂βSα is the
effective field strength. Inserting the electromagnetic fields (4) into (8) we get
Sα(x) = (B3, E2,−E1) . (21)
In the AC configuration, the magnetic field B3 vanishes and the electric fields Ei are constant in time. Then
Sα(x) = (0, E2,−E1), and the corresponding nontrivial AC phase is
φAC = −sˆµm
∮
d~r · ~S = −sˆµm
∮
d~Ω · (~∇× ~S) = −sˆµm
∮
d~Ω · ~WB = sˆµmλe, (22)
where ~WB is the magnetic component of the field strength, and λe is the charged line density in the setup
of AC effect. We can see that the AC phase can be obtained directly in our approach. The topological and
nonlocal property of this phase effect can be understood by the dependence on λe which is zero at the location
of matter particle. This is the sole property of the AC effect. When we extend it on the noncommutative
space, this property has to be preserved in order to uniquely interpret the physical meaning of the phase.
We will study this in next section. Let us consider the HMW phase effect for now.
The HMW phase can be obtained in the same way. The equation of motion of the neutral particle with
an anomalous electric dipole moment is
(iγµD˜µ −m)ψ(x) = 0 . (23)
If ψ(x) is a solution of the free equation, then
ψ′(x) = exp
{
− isˆµe
∫
S˜αdxα
}
(24)
is a solution of the equation (23). After a cycler evolution the particle acquires a nontrivial quantum phase
φ = −sˆµe
∮
dxαS˜
α = −1
2
sˆµe
∮
dΩαβW˜
αβ , (25)
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where W˜αβ = ∂αS˜β − ∂βS˜α is the dual of the effective field strength. By using (14) and (13) we get
S˜α = (−E3, B2,−B1). (26)
In the HMW configuration, the electric field E3 vanishes and the magnetic field Bi are constant in time.
Then Sα(x) = (0, B2,−B1), and the corresponding quantum phase is
φHMW = sˆµe
∫
d~r · ~˜S = sˆµe
∮
d~Ω · ~˜WB = −sˆµeλm (27)
Similar to the AC phase, the topological and nonlocal properties of the HMW phase can be understand
clearly based on this gauge symmetry. The AC and HMW effects are sensitive to only the charge distri-
butions in the region enclosed by the particle orbit. In this sense, the AC and HMW effects are gauge
invariant under the effective U(1) gauge transformations: variation of the charge distributions outside of
this region can not affect the AC and HMW phases. This remarkable property have to be preserved on the
noncommutative space-time, otherwise we can not interpret the physical observables uniquely because of the
gauge dependence. The Seiberg-Witten (SW) map [3] can establish a correspondence between the quantities
on noncommutative space time and the ones on commutative space time, and has been extensively studied
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In next section we will apply the Seiberg-Witten map for the effective Ujeu(1)
gauge symmetry, then we study the noncommutative corrections on the AC and HMW phase effects based
on this method.
3. Seiberg-Witten for neutral spinor and quantum phase effects
In last section we have introduced the effective Uneu(1) gauge symmetry for the neutral particle with
anomalous dipole moments. This remarkable property have to be preserved even when the noncommu-
tativety of space-time comes into play. The Seiberg-Witten (SW) map [3] can be used to establishes a
correspondence between noncommutative quantities and commutative ones. Furthermore, the SW map pre-
serves the Uneu(1) gauge symmetry, therefore the noncommutative corrections on the AC and HMW phases
are also gauge invariant. Extensive studies [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] have shown that the SW map is useful
to study the noncommutative effects. Particularly, in the exact 2+1 dimensions, the Chern-Simon term can
appear, and can be relevant when the photon fields are dynamical[15]. However, in the AC and HMW phase
effects, the photon fields are static, therefore we neglect this part of effects. In this section we introduce
the SW map for neutral particle with electromagnetic dipole moments, then we study the noncommutative
corrections on the AC and HMW phases.
3.1. Seiberg-Witten map
In this subsection we apply the Seiberg-Witten map for neutral Dirac particle with an anomalous mag-
netic dipole moment on the noncommutative plane. Similar SW map is employed in the same way for
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the neutral Dirac particle with an anomalous electric dipole moment. On the noncommutative plane, the
ordinary product is replayed by the ⋆ product defined in Eq. (1). The noncommutative extension of the
corresponding Lagrangian (15) is then,
LNC = ψ¯(x)(p/ −m) ⋆ ψ(x)− sˆµmψ¯(x) ⋆ S/(x) ⋆ ψ(x) . (28)
The corresponding effective gauge transformations are also deformed,
ψ′(x) = U(x) ⋆ ψ(x), (29)
S′µ(x) = U(x) ⋆
(
Sµ(x) − 1
sˆµm
pµ
)
⋆ U−1(x). (30)
In analogy with the SW map of the electromagnetic field theory for charged particles on noncommutative
space, we apply the SW map for the neutral Dirac field ψ and the effectiveUneu(1) gauge potential as follows,
ψ → ψ − 1
2
sˆµmθ
αβSα∂βψ , (31)
Sµ → Sµ − 1
2
sˆµmθ
αβSα(∂βSµ +Wβµ) , (32)
where Wµν = ∂µSν − ∂νSµ is the effective field strength tensor. The noncommutative Lagrangian can be
obtained by inserting the SW maps Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) into Eq. (28). The corresponding kinematical and
interaction parts become
LNC−K =
(
1− 1
4
sˆµmθ
αβWαβ
)
ψ¯(x)(p/ −m)ψ(x) , (33)
LNC−I = −sˆµm
(
1− 1
4
sˆµmθ
αβWαβ
)
ψ¯(x) ⋆ S/(x) ⋆ ψ(x) +
i
2
sˆµmθ
αβψ¯(x)γµWµαDβψ(x) , (34)
where total derivatives have been drooped. Then the total Lagrangian can be written as,
LNC =
(
1− 1
4
sˆµmθ
αβWαβ
)
ψ¯(x)(iγµDµ −m)ψ(x) + i
2
sˆµmθ
αβ ψ¯(x)γµWµαDβψ(x). (35)
Because the effective covariant derivative Dβ for the Uneu(1) gauge symmetry is gauge invariant under the
Ucha(1) symmetry transformations, and the effective field strength tenser Wµν is gauge invariant under both
the Ucha(1) and Uneu(1) gauge symmetries, hence this Lagrangian is also gauge invariant under both gauge
transformations. Therefore the noncommutative corrections on the AC and HMW phases can be defined
unambiguously.
The Lagrangian (35) receives two kinds of corrections. The first term comes from the coupling between
the background fields θµν and the effective field strength tensor Wµν . By our assumption this term is
negligible because of vanishing field strength Wµν(x) at the location of the matter fields ψ(x). So the main
effects come form the second term which depends on the covariant derivatives of the matter field Dβψ(x).
We will study the effects of this term on the AC and HMW phase effects in next subsection. In the rest
of this subsection, let us consider the SW map for neutral Dirac particle with an anomalous electric dipole
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moment. Similar to the case of magnetic dipole moment, the noncommutative extension of the Lagrangian
for the neutral Dirac particle with an anomalous electric dipole moment is
L˜NC = ψ¯(x)(p/ −m) ⋆ ψ(x) + sˆµeψ¯(x) ⋆ S˜/(x) ⋆ ψ(x) , (36)
and the corresponding effective Ujeu(1) gauge transformations are
ψ′ = U(x) ⋆ ψ , (37)
S˜′µ = U(x) ⋆
(
S˜µ +
1
sˆµe
pµ
)
⋆ U−1(x) . (38)
Similarly, we apply the SW map for neutral particle with an anomalous electric dipole moment,
ψ → ψ + 1
2
sˆµeθ
αβS˜α∂βψ , (39)
S˜µ → S˜µ + 1
2
sˆµeθ
αβS˜α(∂βS˜µ + W˜βµ) , (40)
where W˜µν = ∂µS˜ν − ∂ν S˜µ is the dual effective field strength tensor. By using the SW maps (39) and (40),
the Lagrangian (36) can be written in terms of the ordinary fields as follows,
L˜NC =
(
1 +
1
4
sˆµeθ
αβW˜αβ
)
ψ¯(x)(iγµD˜µ −m)ψ(x) − i
2
sˆµeθ
αβψ¯(x)γµW˜µαD˜βψ(x). (41)
Again, this Lagrangian is gauge invariant under both the Ucha(1) gauge transformations for charged particle
and the Uneu(1) gauge transformations for neutral particle with an anomalous electric dipole moment. There
are two kinds of corrections. The correction proportional to
(
1 + sˆµeθ
αβW˜αβ/4
)
is negligible because it is
independent of the covariant derivative and vanishes at the location of the matter field ψ(x). It is the
second term, which depends on the dual covariant derivative of the matter field, D˜βψ(x), results in the
major corrections on the HMW phase.
3.2. Noncommutative corrections on the Aharonov-Casher effect
In last subsection we have obtained the noncommutative corrections on the electromagnetic dynamics
of neutral Dirac particle with anomalous electromagnetic dipole moments. The major corrections come
form the coupling between the background field θµν , field strength Wµν (W˜µν) and the (dual) covariant
derivatives of the matter field Dβψ(x) (D˜βψ(x)). Because in the configuration of the AC effect, the field
strength Wµν vanishes at the location of the matter particle, therefore the Lagrangian (35) can be written
in a more compact form as follows,
LNC = ψ¯(x)(iγµDµNC −m)ψ(x), (42)
DµNC =
(
gµβ +
1
2
sˆµmW
µαθαβ
)
Dβ . (43)
This result is different from the previous results [47, 48, 49] which were obtained by just using the Bopp’s
shift. If we use the Bopp’s shift, then the effective covariant derivative on noncomutative plane is DµNC =
8
(
gµβ+ i2 sˆµmθ
αβ∂αS
µ(x)
)Dβ , which is obviously not gauge invariant under the Uneu(1) gauge transformation.
Therefore noncommutative corrections can not be defined unambiguously. Remarkably, the corrections (43)
are proportional to the covariant derivative, and depend only on the effective field strength tenser Wµα.
Therefore it is invariant under the Uneu(1) gauge transformation (31) and (32). In terms of the external
electromagnetic fields, the correction can be written as
Cµβ ≡
1
2
sˆµmW
µαθαβ =


0 0 0
0 sˆµmρeθz/2 0
0 0 sˆµmρeθz/2

 , (44)
where ρe = ~∇ · ~E is the charge density of external electric field, and θz = θ12. From Lagrangian (42) one
can get the equation of motion for the matter particle,
(iγµDµNC −m)ψ(x) = 0 . (45)
If ψ(x) is a solution of the free equation, then
ψ′(x) = exp
{
i
∫ (
sˆµmS
µ + iCµνDν
)
dxµ
}
ψ(x) (46)
is a solution of Eq. (45). Therefore the AC phase on noncommutative plane is,
φACNC = φ
AC + φACθ−v + φ
AC
θ−g . (47)
The first term is the ordinary AC phase. The second term is a correction depending on the momentum of
the matter particle,
φACθ−v =
∫
Cµνpνdxµ =
sˆ
2
θzµm
∫
ρe~p · d~x = sˆλeµm pLθz
2Ae
, (48)
where we have assumed the charge density ρe is a constant and ρeAe = λe (λe is the line density of electric
charges) on the charged line with a cross section Ae, and vanishes otherwise; p is the momentum of matter
particle; L is the lengthy of the closed path. The third term is a correction on the effective gauge potential
φACθ−g = −sˆµm
∫
CµνSνdxµ = −sˆ2µm
∫
1
2
µmρ
2
eθz
~S · d~x = −sˆµmλe sˆµmλeθz
2Ae
. (49)
Remarkably, this correction does not depend on the momentum of matter particle. Furthermore both these
two noncommutative corrections depend on the dimensionless ratio χe = θz/Ae. By factoring out this factor,
the total correction on the AC phase can be written as
φACθ = φ
AC
θ−v + φ
AC
θ−g = χeK
sˆ
mφ
AC , (50)
where K sˆm = pL − sˆµmλe is a dimensionless scale factor. Compared to the previous results in Refs. [47,
48, 49], there is an additional term proportional to sˆµmλe. Because the SW map preserves the Uneu(1)
gauge symmetry, this additional correction depends only on the electric charge distributions enclosed by the
incident matter particle beam.
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3.3. Noncommutative corrections on the He-Mckellar-Wilkens effect
Similar to the noncommutative corrections on AC phase. The corrections come form the coupling between
the background field θµν and the dual field strength W˜µν vanishes in the configuration of the HMW effect.
Therefore the Lagrangian (41) can be written in a more compact form as follows,
L˜NC = ψ¯(x)(iγµD˜µNC −m)ψ(x) , (51)
D˜µNC =
(
gµβ −
1
2
sˆµeθαβW˜
µα
)D˜β . (52)
Apparently, the noncommutative corrections are invariant under both the electromagnetic Ucha(1) gauge
transformation and the effective Uneu(1) gauge transformation. If we use the Bopp’s shift method as in Refs.
[50, 51], then the effective covariant derivative on noncomutative plane is DµNC = Dµ+ 12 sˆµeθαβ∂αSµ(x)Dβ ,
which is not invariant under the gauge transformation (39) and (40). Therefore the HMW phase is not well
defined in the Bopp’s shift approach. In terms of the external electromagnetic fields, the correction factor
can be written as,
C˜µν = −
1
2
sˆµeθαβW˜
µα =


0 0 0
0 −sˆµeρmθz/2 0
0 0 −sˆµeρmθz/2

 , (53)
where ρm = ~∇ · ~B is the magnetic monopole density of the external magnetic field. From Lagrangian (51)
one can get the equation of motion of the matter particle,
(iγµD˜µNC −m)ψ(x) = 0 . (54)
If ψ(x) is a solution of the free equation, then
ψ′(x) = exp
{
− i
∫ (
sˆµeS˜
µ − iC˜µνD˜ν
)
dxµ
}
ψ(x) (55)
is a solution of (54). Therefore the noncommutive HMW phase is,
φHMWNC = φ
HMW + φHMWθ−v + φ
HMW
θ−g . (56)
The first term is the original HMW phase. The second term is a noncommutative correction depending on
the momentum of the matter particle,
φHMWθ−v =
∫
C˜µνpνdxµ =
sˆ
2
µeθz
∫
ρm~p · d~x = sˆµeλm pLθz
2Am
, (57)
where we have assumed the magnetic charge density ρm is a constant and ρmAm = λm (λm is then the
line density of magnetic charges) on the magnetic charged line with a cross section Am, and vanishes
otherwise; p is the momentum of matter particle; L is the lengthy of the closed path. The third term is the
noncommutative correction on the effective gauge potential,
φHMWθ−g = sˆµe
∫
C˜µν S˜νdxµ = sˆµe
∫
1
2
µ2eρ
2
mθz ~S · d~x = sˆµeλm
sˆµeλmθz
2Am
. (58)
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Again, this correction does not depend on the momentum of matter particle. Furthermore both these two
noncommutative corrections depend on the dimensionless ratio χm = θz/Am. By factoring out this factor,
the total correction on the HMW phase can be written as
φHMWθ ≡ φHMWθ−v + φHMWθ−g = χmKeφHMW , (59)
where Ke = −pL+ sˆµeλm is a dimensionless scale factor. Compared to the previous results in Refs. [50, 51],
there is an additional term proportional to sˆµeλm. Again, because the SW map preserves the Uneu(1) gauge
symmetry, this additional correction depends only on the magnetic charge distributions enclosed by the
incident matter particle beam.
4. Discussions and Conclusions
Even through the noncommutative corrections on AC and HMW phases have also been studied in
Refs. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. However, the previous studies are based on the Bopp’s shift method which
breaks the effective Uneu(1) gauge symmetry that is essential for the definitions of AC and HMW phase
[60, 61, 62, 63]. This results in the single velocity-dependent noncommutative correction that is hard to
probe by using the ultra-cold neutron interferometer which has best precision because of the better beam
coherence and interference intensity[52, 53].
The effective Uneu(1) gauge symmetry also ensures the AC and HMW effects are affected only by the
electric and magnetic charge distributions on the charged line enclosed by the particle trajectory. Charge
distributions outside this region can not give any nontrivial contribution. Therefore, the effective Uneu(1)
gauge symmetry have to be preserved on the noncommutative plane for defining the AC and HMW phases
unambiguously. In our approach, the SW map is employed for the effective Uneu(1) gauge interactions on
the noncommutative plane. The physical quantities on noncommutatiave and commutative space are related
gauge invariantly, then we can justify if the observed new contributions are due to noncommutativity of
space or not. This is important when we study the noncommutative effects experimentally.
Based on this approach, we studied the noncommutative corrections on the AC and HMW phases.
Generally, the noncommutative corrections depend on the ratio between the noncommutative parameter
and the cross section of charged line, χe/m = θz/Ae/m. This means the noncommutative corrections can be
enlarged by reducing the cross section of charged line. This is one of our most important result. It provides
a new scheme to improve the experimental sensitivity on the noncommutative effects. Furthermore, apart
from the noncommutative corrections that depend on the particle momentum p and lengthy of the trajectory
L, there are also velocity-independent contributions. Therefore this new type of contributions are dominant
in the ultra-cold matter particle interferometer. For an roughly estimation, we use the typical values in
Ref. [59]. The velocity independent term proportional to µmλe for the AC effect, and the typical value is
of order 1. On the other hand, the velocity dependent term can be very large for hot neutrons, about 103
11
for p = 0.1eV and L = 1cm. Therefore, the velocity dependent correction is dominant for hot neutrons.
However, this situation changes when we use the ultra-cold neutrons. For neutrons with velocity 1m/s, we
have pL ≈ 10−3, which is 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the velocity independent correction. Therefore
the velocity independent correction can be important when the neutron velocity smaller than 102m/s.
In summary we provides a new approach to study the noncmmutative effects on the neutral Dirac particle
with anomalous electromagnetic dipole moments. The advantages of this approach are demonstrated in
the study of the noncommutative corrections on the AC and HMW effects. It is shown that this new
approach can be used to define unambiguously the noncommutative corrections on the physical observables
on commutative space. Therefore further applications in the studies of the noncommuative effects are
promising.
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